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Countless perils menaced the early settlers of the Wild West - and not the least of them was the

lack of medical care. Dr. Dane Logan, a former street waif who has been adopted by a doctor's

family in Cheyenne, puts his lifelong dream to work filling this need. His renown as a surgeon

spreads throughout the frontier, even while his love grows for the beautiful Tharyn, an orphan he

lost contact with when he left New York City as a child. Will happiness in love ever come to Dane -

or will the roving Tag Moran gang bring his hopes to a dark end?Showdown in Cheyenne  1880.

The frontier is uneasy. Tag Moran and his vicious gang are roving the West, robbing banks and

stagecoaches. Dr. Dane Logan, a former street waif adopted by a doctorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s family in

Cheyenne, is gaining renown for his delicate surgical skill. DaneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s situation becomes

precarious when an unfortunate death turns Tag into his bitter enemy. If outlaws come between the

tall young surgeon and his childhood love, whoÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll be left to see another sunrise? Story

Behind the BookAlways planning ahead for what we will write for Multnomah Publishers, JoAnna

and I decided to follow the ORPHAN TRAIN trilogy with one about a medical doctor in the Old West,

so we came up with the idea of a trilogy called FRONTIER DOCTOR. We introduced a teenage boy

in the final ORPHAN TRAIN book who has a burning desire to one day become a physician and

surgeon. This first book in this trilogy keys in on this young prospective doctor. Seeing history

through this young doctorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s eyes will deeply touch your heart and make these books

impossible to set down. We also think youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll find this new trilogy filled with our

faithÃ¢â‚¬â€•gained from so many years of serving the Lord and trusting His written Word.From the

Trade Paperback edition.
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This may be a little too perfect but it is so nice to see what the world would be when Christians really

speak and behave in a truly Christian way. The world is a much harder place than depicted but I

love the good Christian language and teaching. I loved reading and looked forward to see how the

characters' lives intertwined.

I loved the book. I so enjoy the books by Al and Joanna Lacy. They are filled with suspense and a

good story line and the most important they show God's love.

The plot, The historical info, and the characters were so realistic you could almost see the story like

a movie.

Very good series.

like

I read the three book series, a little hard to get into but I enjoyed them once I got into them. I wanted

to read all three to see what happen to each charator

I was looking for a different book about a dr. not this particular book; however, I did not want to see

my money wasted and read the book anyway. It had a good theme but I was not expecting to be

reading about religion. Much of the book is religious and I was not reading it to learn the steps

toward salvation. The plot is good and of coarse and I did expect it to come together the way it did. I

would not recommend this book to anyone that is just looking for a western to read.



I was not acquainted with this author before starting this trilogy. It was full of enough suspense

without being called a mystery. It has a good storyline with twists and turns to keep you reading long

after dark. The characters are so well defined that you can see them well in the story. The

countryside is described so that you are right there in that buggy on that bumpy road. The Tag

Moran gang kidnaps the heroine but can she be saved to marry her true love from long ago. The

historical fiction and the inspirations quoted in the book add to the whole story of the book. This is

one that won't disappoint.
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